The La
andmark Strangi Case
C
and Its
I Impacct on Priv
vate Business Entiities
Introductiion
For years, lim
mited partnerrships (LPs) have
h
been popular legal forms for ceertain busineess purposes.. An LP is
formed by two or more pe
ersons in acco
ordance with state law, annd must includ
de at least on
ne general paartner and
one limited partner.
p
Limitted partners are only liab
ble for the d ebts and oblligations of tthe partnersh
hip to the
extent of their capital investment, but they
t
are proh
hibited from pplaying any m
management rrole in the partnership.
General partn
ners, on the other
o
hand, are
a responsible for manag ing the partn
nership, and h
have unlimiteed liability
for the action
ns of the parrtnership. Likke corporatio
ons and LLCs,, LPs must observe goverrnance formaalities not
required of a general partn
nership.
Family limited
d partnerships (FLPs) are simply LPs am
mong family m
members and are largely used in estate planning.
n general, FLPs are not separate entitie
es under state
e law ‐ they aare simply LPss, but are sub
bject to distinct income
tax rules on partnership income and intterest transfe
erability.
As business sttructures, LPss are primarilyy used in 2 ways:
w
1) To proovide a way ffor business o
owners to raise money
from passive investors (the
e limited parttners) withou
ut having eithher to take in new partnerrs who will bee active in
the business or
o to engage in the intricacies of creating a corpora tion and issuing stock; 2) To create a vvehicle for
asset protection and estate
e planning am
mongst familyy members, aas in the case of an FLP.
The IRS has taaken the position that FLPs should be disregarded
d
foor estate and
d gift tax purp
poses. Througgh a series
of court casess, the Tax Cou
urt has been progressivelyy disallowing the IRS’s possitions. The lo
ong‐awaited o
opinion of
the Tax Courtt in Estate off Strangi, T.C. Memo 2003‐145, was isssued on Maay 20, 2003. TThe May 200
03 Strangi
ruling was the
e culmination
n of 3 separate
e rulings in th
he case whichh spanned sevveral years.
Strangi is view
wed as a lan
ndmark rulingg offering some importannt guidance rregarding FLP
P formation and post‐
formation operation of an
n FLP. While the Strangi case
c
dealt sppecifically with FLPs, the TTax Court’s rulings are
seen as impaccting LLCs and
d other entityy types as welll.

Strangi v. CIR
C
n Strangi, an FLP was form
med in 1994 via
v a power of
o attorney g iven to the d
decedent’s so
on‐in‐law, who became
the “Attorneyy‐in‐Fact”. Th
he FLP was fo
ormed as a Texas
T
limited partnership,, having a Teexas corporattion as its
corporate gen
neral partnerr (the “Corpo
orate GP”). In the year beffore the creaation of the FFLP, the deceedent had
had cancer su
urgery, was diagnosed
d
with a brain disorder,
d
and also had pro
ostate surgerry. At the tim
me of the
creation of the FLP, the Atttorney‐in‐Facct believed that the decedeent had approximately 12 to 18 month
hs to live.
The FLP was funded
f
with $9.9M
$
of the decedent’s liquid assets iin return for a 99% limited
d partner inteerest. The
assets contributed constituted appro
oximately 98% of the d ecedent’s w
wealth, and iincluded his personal
residence. Co
orporate gove
ernance requiirements werre properly oobserved by the Attorney‐‐in‐Fact. The corporate
GP owned a 1% general partnership interest. The
e decedent oowned 47% o
of the Corpo
orate GP and
d his four
children owne
ed the other 53%
5 (purchassed with prom
missory notess).
The decedentt and his fourr children werre the directo
ors of the Corrporate GP, aand all of the appropriate corporate
documents were
w
executed
d in connectio
on with its formation. In oother words, the FLP had been correctly formed
n accordance
e with state laaw – this is a significant
s
facct.

The FLP agreement provided that the Corporate G.P., as Managing General Partner “shall have the sole,
exclusive and absolute right and authority to act for and on behalf of the Partnership and all of the Partners in
connection with all aspects of the business of the Partnership.” The defined authority of the G.P., together with
the decedent’s ownership interest in the G.P., became another significant fact.
The decedent died approximately two months after the formation of the FLP. Various payments were made out
of the FLP for or on behalf of the decedent or his estate. These included medical expenses, funeral and estate
administration expenses and debts of the decedent. These distributions were justified in the FLP’s records via
accounting measures wherein the Corporate GP received pro‐rata distributions either in cash or in the form of
adjusted journal entries on the FLP’s books. The FLP’s expense payments and corresponding accounting
practices became yet another significant aspect of the Strangi case.
On the decedent’s estate tax return, the estate applied a significant minority interest discount in calculating the
estate tax return due to the FLP’s ownership of the assets. The IRS determined a deficiency in federal estate
taxes, stating the position that the decedent’s interest in the FLP should be increased by $4.4M to a value of
$10.9M.

The Tax Court’s Ruling
The Strangi case represents the culmination of multiple court rulings on a plethora of legal issues. In essence,
however, the dispute between the Strangi estate and the IRS boiled down to whether the Strangis had created a
bona fide business entity (both in form and in operation), or not.
The Tax Court held in favor of the decedent’s estate on a number of issues, determining that: (i) the FLP was a
valid partnership formed under state law and would be recognized for federal estate tax purposes; (ii) IRC
Section 2703 (tax code rules on asset discounting) did not apply to disregard the partnership agreement; (iii) the
transfer of assets to the FLP was not a gift (i.e., there was no gift upon formation); and (iv) the decedent’s
interest in the FLP and Corporate GP should be valued applying discounts as determined by the IRS expert (a
31% discount).
However, the Tax Court also identified several problems in the way the Strangi FLP had been operated. While
noting that correct formalities had been observed in the formation of the FLP, the Tax Court took issue with
certain post‐formation and post‐death operational practices:







The decedent contributed 98% of his assets to the FLP, leaving him with inadequate assets to meet his
living expenses.
The decedent continued to occupy the primary residence after it was contributed to the FLP without
properly paying rent. While the FLP accrued rent on the residence and reported rental income on its
income tax return for the year in which the decedent died, this accrued amount was not paid until
approximately 2 ½ years after the decedent’s death.
Several distributions were made on behalf of the decedent or his estate without benefiting the FLP itself
or the other partners. While bookkeeping entries showed such amounts as distribution advances and 1%
pro‐rata distributions were made to the corporate GP, the court saw this as mere “accounting
manipulations”.
The decedent owned a significant interest in the Corporate G.P., and thereby had the ability, alone or in
conjunction with others, to control the distribution of the income of the FLP. In a “bad fact” specific to
the structure of the Strangi FLP, the court felt there was no substance to constraints on the decedent’s
control of the assets within the FLP.
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The Bottom Line
Taken together with similar rulings, the Tax Court has clarified how limited partnerships and other business
forms will be treated in terms of liability protection and estate and gift tax calculations:





LPs maintained in accordance with applicable laws are valid business entities, whether used as a primary
business or for the purposes of estate planning and asset protection
It is appropriate to discount the value of assets held within a business entity for estate tax purposes,
although there are guidelines and limits that apply to such discounts.
If there is no substance to constraints on the contributing partner’s control over assets in a business
entity, the entity provides no estate and gift tax protection.
Following formation, the operation of a limited partnership is also subject to certain constraints. It must
exhibit characteristics of 1) independent control of operations; and 2) decision making that resembles
what would happen assuming the influence of objective business demands or unrelated 3rd party
requirements.

While the long‐term implications of Strangi are still evolving, it already has had a significant effect on attorneys
and other advisors who treat the topic of limited liability business entities with their clients. Already, it is
becoming common for advisors to ask themselves, “Does my client have a Strangi problem? And if so, what
should I advise them to do about it?”
What Strangi clearly shows is that, in the eyes of the law, the long‐term viability of a limited partnership or other
business entity depends significantly on proper ongoing management of operations to ensure the entity remains
in compliance with applicable laws. Setting the entity up correctly initially is not enough – you’ve got to maintain
it for the long haul.

Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and is not to be construed as tax or
legal advice. Although the information has been gathered from sources believed to be reliable, please note that individual
situations can vary.
For additional information visit www.CorporateAssistanceLLC.com on the web or call 877‐800‐8345 toll free.
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